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1  7
,        

          .

Personally, [to / have / asked / i / been] sign an awfully large

number of nondisclosure agreements from other researchers

terrified that their ideas will get out.

2  
 

       ,    

  ( )  , ,     

       .
 

We are often told that there is no innovation without

competition, which is absurd given that most of the greatest

innovations in science [and / from / the / technology /

resulted / have] sharing of research across academic silos,

national borders, and language barriers.
 

3  
 

       ,    

  ( )  , ,     

       .
 

We are often told that there is no [given / which / without /

competition / innovation / absurd / is] that most of the

greatest innovations in science and technology have resulted

from the sharing of research across academic silos, national

borders, and language barriers.
 

4  
 

  ,        

 .
 

They had lived [in / a / where / a / experienced / they /

kibbutz] strong sense of community in every sense of the

word.
 

5  
 

          .
 

[we / fill / world / more / humans / empty / the / the / the / it /

more].
 

6  
 

           

   '   '        

   .
 

[it / we / include / to / appropriate / consider] in this list the

so-called slow movement, with its taste for slowness and

tranquility, since often technologies are used precisely to

speed up some processes in life.
 

7  _
 

    ,  ,     

            

.
 

In this path of slowness we also find the many forms of

meditation, whether traditional or new, [nowadays / that / that

/ fashionable / are / and / can / so] be seen as a way to

temporarily refrain from technology.
 

8  5 _
 

,            

       .
 

"Of course, one of the greatest principles of effective

advertisement copy writing is to believe yourself what you

are trying [believe / to / make / others].
 

9  5 _
 

          ,

         .
 

You have to have good human equipment to enjoy the things



you are trying to sell or you [people / them / can't / enjoy /

make / other].

10  
 

      "   

    "   .
 

Somebody asked me in the marketing course I was giving at

New York University, "What do [the / requirement / think /

first / you / is / for] success in advertising?
 

11  _
 

Emerson  "       ,  

     "  .
 

Emerson said, "What you [loudly / speaks / that / are / people

/ so] can't hear what you say.
 

12  
 

           

        ,  

   .
 

I notice that I have to pay careful attention in order to listen

to others with an openness that allows them to [as / be / they /

are / or] as they think themselves to be.
 

13  5 _
 

    ,        

       .
 

We claim autonomy for ourselves and forget that in so doing

we can fall into the tyranny of defining other people as [them

/ like / we / to / be / would].
 

14  
 

            

    .
 

Failing to take those risks into [maitenance / lead / account /

to / increased / will / likely] and operating costs and

shortened service life.

15  4
 

   ,       , 

    .
 

All musics have a history, and all music [changing / changes

/ been / has / always], though at various rates and not always

in the same direction.
 

16  
 

          

'  '     ,     

          

   .
 

It would be foolish to assume that the music of India,

because it is largely melodic and without harmony, somehow

represents an "[music / has / earlier / through / western /

which / stage"] already passed, or that Europeans, in the days

when they lived in tribes, had music similar to that of Native

Americans.
 

17  
 

' '   , ' ',      

  ,    ' '     .
 

'The past' is gone and lost and a fortiori, through the

equivocality of things and the character [never / society /

through / constituted / of / as / existed / meaning] as a

definitive entity 'the present' anyway.

18  7
 

         [ ]  

      .
 

An educational institution that [i / with / been / have /

associated] recently went through a particularly traumatic

time when the credibility of the administration was

questioned by the faculty and staff.
 



19  1
 

      ,     

      .
 

Many times these two characteristics go together, [one / to /

had / but / if] make a choice, I believe that most people

would opt to work with outstanding individuals.
 

20  
 

          

.
 

The institution finally [whose / consultant / a / that / attitude /

hired / was] organizational structure has nothing to do with

trust.
 

21  6
 

       .
 

It is up to us to develop what [given / been / we / have].
 

22  7
 

    .
 

We [been / blessed / with / all / have] intellect.
 

23  
 

             

.
 

[more / the / the / one / one / that / learns / understands /

more] he or she actually knows very little.
 

24  
 

           

  ,       

     .
 

[were / not / authors / only / these / long / writing / thus] after

the events they were describing, but we also have the added

problem of trying to decide whether or not they were quoted

correctly.

25  
 

         ,

      ' ' ,     

    .
 

If we do not know or understand the culture of a minority or

oppressed [its / to / see / group / is / easy / it] behaviour as

unacceptable or 'uncivilised' and therefore not worthy of

consideration or respect.
 

26  5 _
 

(      )    

      .
 

[within / prepare / routines / structure / offer / a / which / for /

to] performance and the flexibility to adjust to the uncertain

nature of competition.
 

27  
 

(      )    

      .
 

Routines offer [structure / a / which / within / for / to /

prepare] performance and the flexibility to adjust to the

uncertain nature of competition.
 

28  
 

(      )    

      .
 

Routines [structure / prepare / offer / for / within / which / a /

to] performance and the flexibility to adjust to the uncertain

nature of competition.
 

29  7
 

   ,        



           

.

As we move increasingly toward a unified world — a global

village, as [has / called / been / it] — it is important to see

how much basic human nature we all share.

30  
 

   ,        

           

.
 

As we move increasingly toward a unified world — a global

village, as it has been called — [it / how / see / important / to

/ is] much basic human nature we all share.
 

31  5 _
 

         '  ' 

 [  ]    .
 

Many of us tend [feel / requests / making / uncomfortable /

to] of anyone beyond our "inner circle" of family and close

friends.
 

32  5 _
 

 ,           

          .
 

Air conditioners, for [allow / us / spend / instance / to / hot],

stuffy summer evenings inside our own homes instead of on

the front porch or at the local ice cream shop.
 

33  7
 

       ,  

  .
 

Many of the social divisions that exist in the offline

[replicated / been / have / world], and in some cases

amplified, online.
 

34  5 _

 ,          

          

          .

Social media — and the possibility of connecting people

across the globe through communication and information

platforms — may seem like a tool for tolerance because [see

/ to / enables / people / and / technology] participate in

worlds beyond their own.

35  
 

         ,  

         

   .
 

Some cultures have had more [here / than / others / policies /

explicit / have], but all imperial powers have, directly or

indirectly, made their languages attractive and sometimes

necessary to conquered or colonized groups.
 

36  
 

  ,     ,  

        ,

      , , ,   

, ,           .
 

Immigrants, whether settlers or invaders, bring languages

into contact and sometimes, as with imperialist and colonial

[to / it / many / for / physically / unnecessary / is / people /

expansion] move; their language may make its presence felt

through military, religious, or economic force requiring

relatively small numbers of soldiers, merchants, bureaucrats,

and missionaries.
 

37  7
 

     ,      ,

       .
 

Not only is her paper stronger, but her memory of the [been /

reinforced / subject / has], and her big-picture understanding

is broader.
 



38  
     ,      ,

       .

[not / is / stronger / paper / only / her], but her memory of the

subject has been reinforced, and her big-picture

understanding is broader.

39  
 

   ,       (

)         .
 

Her grandfather is a professor of history, and when he did his

[pull / of / a / to / work / was / lot / it / ph.d.] together even

ten citations for a midterm paper.
 

40  5 _
 

Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt    ,      

        .
 

As Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt has demonstrated, [greetings /

flash / made / eyebrow / are / the / without] interpreted as less

friendly even when the spoken words are identical.
 

41  
 

         ,

       .
 

There are many other examples of what is called nonverbal

communication [both / are / in / which / humans / signaled /

of / most] and received unintentionally.
 

42  
 

          

     .
 

[only / the / six / emotions / not / basic / are] universal, they

are also instinctual and innate biological responses over

which we have little conscious control.
 

43  
          

     .

Not only are the six basic emotions universal, they are also

instinctual and [we / little / have / responses / which / over /

biological / innate] conscious control.

44  
 

        , 

        .
 

Understanding about the world of people does not evolve in

so dramatic a fashion; Sophocles is far closer to [to / is /

galileo / shakespeare / aristotle / than].
 

45  
 

           

  ,         

    .
 

Yet just as the wise elder possesses deeper insights [human /

into / than / nature / does / the] bright youngster, knowledge

obtained from social and cultural studies has altered our

notions of the human individual and of human society.
 

46  5 _
 

          

.
 

What [is / to / stretched / employees / be / want] beyond their

day-to-day tasks.
 

47  5 _
 

           

  .
 

This way you [staff / when / productive / can / keep / your]

there are lulls in the schedule.
 



48  1
    ,      

         .

It might be to build on a collection of data or research work,

all things that you'd love to [only / you / if / had / accomplish

/ the] time.

49  
 

        

  ,    ,    

 .
 

[window / whose / specialist / displays / the / catch / shops]

our eye on Main Street or in the mall made their first

appearance in Rome, where there were shops for books, for

precious stones and furniture.
 

50  
 

        

  ,    ,    

 .
 

The specialist shops whose window displays catch our eye

on Main Street or in the mall made their first [shops / there /

appearance / were / in / where / rome] for books, for precious

stones and furniture.
 

51  
 

         , 

     ,      

,     .
 

When group members work together on a single task [it / to /

difficult / who / is / determine / and] is working hard and who

is not, responsibility for the outcome is diffused — or shared

— over the entire group.
 

52  
 

         .
 

Animals in the wild see [humans / a / fearful / as / usually /

are / and / threat] of human contact.

53  
 

           

,  ,         

.
 

Longterm experience [result / in / may / poor / of / fear]

mental health, manifest in self-harm, conditioned

helplessness or displaced aggression on cage mates.
 

54  
 

          

  .
 

This is an important survival [away / animals / in / instinct /

staying / for / from / whom] humans is vital to their survival.
 

55  
 

    ,    

  .
 

Sting autotomy maximizes the pain and damage of a [in /

thereby / aiding / defense / the / sting] of the colony against

large predators.
 

56  
 

             

         .
 

Among these is sting autotomy, [insect / stinging / in / the /

process / a / which / horrible] self-eviscerates, leaving its

stinger embedded in the target's flesh.
 

57  
 

         .
 

[mixed / easier / are / emotions / to] manage than purely

positive or purely negative emotions.
 



58  
 

         .
 

[to / emotions / mixed / are / easier] manage than purely

positive or purely negative emotions.
 

59  
 

        

       ,   ,  

 .
 

Towns and cities in developing countries are unable to

provide housing, infrastructure and services in pace with

their population growth, which is typically much [than / was /

it / ever / faster / in / europe].
 

60  5 _
 

       .
 

[encourages / politicians / agencies / and / donor / regard /

this / to / urbanization] as negative.
 

61  
 

        

       ,   ,  

 .
 

Towns and cities in developing countries are unable to

provide housing, infrastructure and services in pace with

[much / is / their / population / typically / which / growth]

faster than it ever was in Europe.
 

62  
 

       ,   

.
 

The result is unplanned slums [where / are / conditions /

services / without / basic / miserable].
 

63  5 _
        ( )   

        .

It does not discredit the results [readers / them / allows / to /

view / but] as one form of truth rather than a singular fact.

64  
 

          

 .
 

Many sociologists [impossible / to / believe / is / set / aside /

it] personal values and retain complete objectivity.
 

[ANSWER]
 

1. Personally, I have been asked to sign an awfully large number of

nondisclosure agreements from other researchers terrified that their ideas will

get out.
 

2. We are often told that there is no innovation without competition, which is

absurd given that most of the greatest innovations in science and technology

have resulted from the sharing of research across academic silos, national

borders, and language barriers.
 

3. We are often told that there is no innovation without competition, which is

absurd given that most of the greatest innovations in science and technology

have resulted from the sharing of research across academic silos, national

borders, and language barriers.
 

4. They had lived in a kibbutz, where they experienced a strong sense of

community in every sense of the word.
 

5. The more humans fill the world, the more we empty it.

6. We consider it appropriate to include in this list the so-called slow

movement, with its taste for slowness and tranquility, since often technologies

are used precisely to speed up some processes in life.
 

7. In this path of slowness we also find the many forms of meditation, whether

traditional or new, that are so fashionable nowadays and that can be seen as a

way to temporarily refrain from technology.
 

8. "Of course, one of the greatest principles of effective advertisement copy

writing is to believe yourself what you are trying to make others believe.
 

9. You have to have good human equipment to enjoy the things you are trying

to sell or you can't make other people enjoy them.
 

10. Somebody asked me in the marketing course I was giving at New York

University, "What do you think is the first requirement for success in

advertising?
 



11. Emerson said, "What you are speaks so loudly that people can't hear what

you say.

12. I notice that I have to pay careful attention in order to listen to others with

an openness that allows them to be as they are, or as they think themselves to

be.

13. We claim autonomy for ourselves and forget that in so doing we can fall

into the tyranny of defining other people as we would like them to be.

14. Failing to take those risks into account will likely lead to increased

maitenance and operating costs and shortened service life.

15. All musics have a history, and all music changes, has always been

changing, though at various rates and not always in the same direction.

16. It would be foolish to assume that the music of India, because it is largely

melodic and without harmony, somehow represents an "earlier stage" through

which Western music has already passed, or that Europeans, in the days when

they lived in tribes, had music similar to that of Native Americans.

17. 'The past' is gone and lost and a fortiori, through the equivocality of things

and the character of society as constituted through meaning, never existed as a

definitive entity 'the present' anyway.

18. An educational institution that I have been associated with recently went

through a particularly traumatic time when the credibility of the administration

was questioned by the faculty and staff.

19. Many times these two characteristics go together, but if one had to make a

choice, I believe that most people would opt to work with outstanding

individuals.

20. The institution finally hired a consultant whose attitude was that

organizational structure has nothing to do with trust.

21. It is up to us to develop what we have been given.

22. We all have been blessed with intellect.

23. The more one learns, the more one understands that he or she actually

knows very little.

24. Thus, not only were these authors writing long after the events they were

describing, but we also have the added problem of trying to decide whether or

not they were quoted correctly.

25. If we do not know or understand the culture of a minority or oppressed

group, it is easy to see its behaviour as unacceptable or 'uncivilised' and

therefore not worthy of consideration or respect.

26. Routines offer a structure within which to prepare for performance and the

flexibility to adjust to the uncertain nature of competition.

27. Routines offer a structure within which to prepare for performance and the

flexibility to adjust to the uncertain nature of competition.

28. Routines offer a structure within which to prepare for performance and the

flexibility to adjust to the uncertain nature of competition.

29. As we move increasingly toward a unified world — a global village, as it

has been called — it is important to see how much basic human nature we all

share.

30. As we move increasingly toward a unified world — a global village, as it

has been called — it is important to see how much basic human nature we all

share.

31. Many of us tend to feel uncomfortable making requests of anyone beyond

our "inner circle" of family and close friends.

32. Air conditioners, for instance, allow us to spend hot, stuffy summer

evenings inside our own homes instead of on the front porch or at the local ice

cream shop.

33. Many of the social divisions that exist in the offline world have been

replicated, and in some cases amplified, online.

34. Social media — and the possibility of connecting people across the globe

through communication and information platforms — may seem like a tool for

tolerance because technology enables people to see and participate in worlds

beyond their own.

35. Some cultures have had more explicit policies here than have others, but all

imperial powers have, directly or indirectly, made their languages attractive and

sometimes necessary to conquered or colonized groups.

36. Immigrants, whether settlers or invaders, bring languages into contact and

sometimes, as with imperialist and colonial expansion, it is unnecessary for

many people to physically move; their language may make its presence felt

through military, religious, or economic force requiring relatively small

numbers of soldiers, merchants, bureaucrats, and missionaries.

37. Not only is her paper stronger, but her memory of the subject has been

reinforced, and her big-picture understanding is broader.

38. Not only is her paper stronger, but her memory of the subject has been

reinforced, and her big-picture understanding is broader.

39. Her grandfather is a professor of history, and when he did his Ph.D., it was

a lot of work to pull together even ten citations for a midterm paper.

40. As Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt has demonstrated, greetings made without the

eyebrow flash are interpreted as less friendly even when the spoken words are

identical.

41. There are many other examples of what is called nonverbal communication

in humans, most of which are both signaled and received unintentionally.

42. Not only are the six basic emotions universal, they are also instinctual and

innate biological responses over which we have little conscious control.

43. Not only are the six basic emotions universal, they are also instinctual and

innate biological responses over which we have little conscious control.

44. Understanding about the world of people does not evolve in so dramatic a

fashion; Sophocles is far closer to Shakespeare than Aristotle is to Galileo.

45. Yet just as the wise elder possesses deeper insights into human nature than

does the bright youngster, knowledge obtained from social and cultural studies

has altered our notions of the human individual and of human society.

46. What employees want is to be stretched beyond their day-to-day tasks.

47. This way you can keep your staff productive when there are lulls in the

schedule.

48. It might be to build on a collection of data or research work, all things that

you'd love to accomplish if only you had the time.



49. The specialist shops whose window displays catch our eye on Main Street

or in the mall made their first appearance in Rome, where there were shops for

books, for precious stones and furniture.

50. The specialist shops whose window displays catch our eye on Main Street

or in the mall made their first appearance in Rome, where there were shops for

books, for precious stones and furniture.

51. When group members work together on a single task and it is difficult to

determine who is working hard and who is not, responsibility for the outcome

is diffused — or shared — over the entire group.

52. Animals in the wild see humans as a threat and are usually fearful of human

contact.

53. Longterm experience of fear may result in poor mental health, manifest in

self-harm, conditioned helplessness or displaced aggression on cage mates.

54. This is an important survival instinct in animals for whom staying away

from humans is vital to their survival.

55. Sting autotomy maximizes the pain and damage of a sting, thereby aiding

in the defense of the colony against large predators.

56. Among these is sting autotomy, the horrible process in which a stinging

insect self-eviscerates, leaving its stinger embedded in the target's flesh.

57. Mixed emotions are easier to manage than purely positive or purely

negative emotions.

58. Mixed emotions are easier to manage than purely positive or purely

negative emotions.

59. Towns and cities in developing countries are unable to provide housing,

infrastructure and services in pace with their population growth, which is

typically much faster than it ever was in Europe.

60. This encourages politicians and donor agencies to regard urbanization as

negative.

61. Towns and cities in developing countries are unable to provide housing,

infrastructure and services in pace with their population growth, which is

typically much faster than it ever was in Europe.

62. The result is unplanned slums without basic services, where conditions are

miserable.

63. It does not discredit the results but allows readers to view them as one form

of truth rather than a singular fact.

64. Many sociologists believe it is impossible to set aside personal values and

retain complete objectivity.


